
The BlueForce Cloud platform allows you to collect on 
your private web area, all measurements sent with the 
BlueForce Smart Pro tester, with the previous testers 
and/or with the ones updated with the Upgrade Pro.

Automatic sending via the built-in GSM-GPS system 
enables the storage of all available data, such as force 
measurement parameters, the location of the site, the 
position of the instrument and even the point required 
by the EN12453 standard.

In addition to measurement management, the Cloud area 
allows you to prepare all documents required for the 
correct certification of automatic doors, such as the EC 
Declaration of Conformity, the Risk Analysis, the Test 
Reports, as well as the Maintenance Log.

The BlueForce Cloud system is multi-platform, it can be 
used on site with a simple smartphone, or in the office on 
a pc-desktop, the configuration is customisable with your 
own data and company logo.

Obviously it is possible to store in the internal database 
the data of your customers with the relevant documents 
of the Technical file of motorised gates and doors.

Content and Functions of the BlueForce Cloud Area

Ÿ Report of force measurements with related graphs
Ÿ Risk Analysis for: Sliding gate, Swing gate, Vertical doors, 

Flexible sectional door, Folding gate, Rolling doors, Garage 
Doors and Barriers

Ÿ EC Declaration
Ÿ Maintenance log
Ÿ Test report
Ÿ Acceptance report
Ÿ Document and photo archive for the Technical File

To access the Cloud area you need to register, the service is accessible upon 
payment with an annual subscription, while for owners of the BlueForce Smart 
Pro and for those who make the Smart Pro Upgrade, access for the first year is 
free of charge. See the Microtronics website for the various types of subscription.
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BlueForce Cloud - The web area for your Conformities
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